could not be understood; but are now, by the assistance
of Manuscripts, corrected and enlarged: and at the bot-
tom of every Page is inserted a Brief Account of all the
Additions, and principal Emendations made therein.
At the end of each is annex'd the excellent Translation
of Joseph Scaliger, in Iambick Verses, wherein he has not
only faithfully express'd the Sense and Meaning, but the
Diòion and Stile of the Author. After this follow the
Annotations of Canterus and Meursius, more Correctly
Printed than hitherto they have been. To these, be-
side necessary Indexes which all the former Editions
have wanted, the Editor has added his own Commenta-
tories, wherein several obscure Verses in Lycophron, never
throughly understood before, are explain'd; many
dark in other Authors are cleared, Corrected and ren-
der'd intelligible; and Customs of the Ancient Greeks,
absolutely necessary for the Understanding of their Au-
thors, are brought to light.
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